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DESIGN OF A STEEL HIGH ./AY BRIDGE.
0-0
I . Introduction.
Highv/ay "bridge design is "i3ecoming an important item in
engineering work. During the past few years the improvements in
soil cultivation and the steady agitation for good roads necessi-
tating the introduction of heavy traction engines, have made this
importance very apparent. Many "bridges built v/ithin the past 15
years which were thou^^ht to "be extravagant in design will not
safely sustain traffic at the present time. The progress of the
world at large has increased the weight of traffic enormously;
and, with the strong movement for good roads and their maintenance,
will still greater increase the weight of the traffic in the
future.
It is the purpose of this thesis, as the title implies,
to design a steel highway bridge at the specified location. It
is to be a modern structure:- one that will meet the traffic re-
quirements of the present time and provide for possible increase
in the future which sooner or later will surely occur. An old
structure now exists on the site, and has long been unfit to car-
ry the hocxvier loading it is supposed to sustain. Due to this
fact, the heb-vier traffic has been forced to seek other routes,
and the loss in time as v;ell as the increased distance caused
thereby has made the need of a good .substantial bridge a long
felt want. The work is taken up essentially in four parts. The
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first deals with the investigation and report on the old bridge,
the second with the design of the new "bridge, the third with the
estimation of the cost of the new structure, and the fourth v/ith
the letting of the "bridge.

3.
II. THE OLD BRIDGE .
Art . 1 ,. .joooription .
As. this thesis is intended primarily as a design for a
modern highway bridge , the investigation of the old structure
has not been dealt with the extreme thoroughness as such reports
sometimes are, especiall.^ for thesis work. Hov/ever » as a prelim-
inary to the design, it was thought advisable to submit a report
on the old bridge showing its general condition which will readi-
ly indicate the needy replacement of a new and modern structure.
Casual mention only will be made concerning minor details. Before
going into the investigation, a few points relating to its history
and traffic, as well as a description of the bridge, will be given.
The bridge which spans the Salt Fork branch of the Ver-
milion River is situated on one of the main highways just out of
Siiney. It was petitioned for in 1866 by the inhabitants of Sid-
ney Township, and constructed in 1867. The center span as it now
exists was the main span w^hen first erected. It is a parabolic
pony truss span 100 feet long, the design of v/hich was patented
in 1861 by Xing and Frees of Cleveland, Ohio. The original bridge
had wooden trestle approaches at both ends, with cast iron bents
sup'Orting the main span. In course of time, the approaches gave
way and in 1894 the north one was replaced by the present girder
span while in 1898 the pony truss v.as put in at the south end.
The original bridge cost $5,800 to construct, and the cost of the
two approaches built later, amounted to '^A66 each.
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The present traffic vvhich this "bridge carries consists
chiefly of farm dray teams hauling loads of probably two and one
half tons at the most. As the bridge is on one of the direct
routes to St. Joe, it v;ould be required to sustain heavier loads
were it in a condition to do so, but for this reason the heavier
traffic takes either one of two other routes in order to cross
the stream. These routes are by V7ay of bridges; and one about a
mile and a half to the north-west, and the other two miles to the
east. Both are of comparo^tively new and modern construction, hav-
ing been built within the past decade. The old bridge has been
condemned for many years by the public at large, but it has been
only since last fall that the road commissioners put up a warning
sign to indicate its condemned condition.
At present the road commissioners possess a road tractor
v/eighing 23,000 pounds xvhich necessarily must take either one of
these two routes in order to cross the stream. Some years ago a
lighter engine crossed the old bridge, but the structure escaped
serious damage resulting only in the breaking of a lateral rod
and the loosening of several others.
The bridge in its present state consists of the three
afore mentioned spans mounted on cast iron bents. The old 100-
foot parabolic truss is situated in the middle with the 3C-foot
girder approach on the north and the V/arren pony truss span, also
30 feet long, on the south. The bridge has a clear roadway of
14 feet and is 160 feet long. The floor consists of oak planking
about 2 inches thick. The top of the floor is about 20 feet
above the low water line. The bridge being supported on cast iron
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bents, has no abutments save for a retaining wall at the ends.
At the north end a steel plate serves as a retaining v;all , the
span resting here, on a built-up column of four small angles emd
a web plate, all of which are well set in the ground. Just how
far the plate and columns are embedded was not ascertained. The
south retaining wall is U shaped and consists of 5-inch concrete
slabs three feet long and £6 inches wide. The slabs in the wings
are held in place by means of four ver-
tical 4-inch I-beams, while 6-inch I-beams
are used to retain the main wall under
the bridge. These beams, or columns as
they might well be termed, also support
one of the two end floor beams. The wall
is about 8 to 10 feet long and about 8 to
10 feet high, but it is quite evident that a 15-foot fill was made
in order to raise the level of the road considerably above the ad-
jacent surface oT the ground. See Figs. 3, and 4.
In order to facilitate m-atters, the south approach span
is designated as span A, the main or center s-:_ , : as span B, and
the north approach as span G.
19-6*
/5-e'
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Span XX (see Fig. 4) is a small pony truss, five feet deep,
of the Warren type. It consists of two panels which are 14 feet
long, center to center of pins. The weh memhers such as the lower
chord and diagonals are loop rods of circular section, being 3/4"
and 7/8" in diameter respectively. The upper chord and end posts
consist of tv/o 4-inch 6 1/4-pound channels and an 8" x 1/4" cover
plate. The truss has no wind bracing. The middle vertical, which
consists of two 4-inch 6 1/4-pound channels, is firmly riveted to
the upper chord while the lower end is pin connected. Considering
the fact that the member carries very little dead load stress and
no live load stress whatever, its large section and its riveted
upper connection seem to indicate that its main purpose is to stiff-
en the truss. The floor system consists of five 6-inch - 12 1/4
pound I-beams and two 6-inch - 8-pound channels as stringers spaced
26 inches apart, resting on a fish -bellied plate, girder floor
beam. The girder consists of a 1/4" v/eb plate, 9 1/2" deep at the
ends and 18" in the center of the beam, and 1/4" flange angles with
3" X 2" legs. The angles are at present a special section. On
top of the girder rests a 6" x 6" timber which was probably used
for blocking purposes rather than for strengthening the floor beam.
At least the timber was neglected when calculating the efficiency
of the beam. Two 1 5/8" U-rods connect the beam to the center
pin to which it is hung. The lateral system consists of two 5/8"
round diagonal loop rods per panel.
The floor beam at the south end consists of two 8-inch -
16-pound I-beams, one of which rests upon the vertical supports
for the retaining wall. Both beams are intended to rest upon the
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cast iron "bents, "but due to the fact that the earth pressure has
forced the top of the bents 8" out of plumb, they do not do so.
Span B. is shov/n in Pig. 5.
Tl.e upper chord of the truss is compos-
ed of two 6-inch - 8-pound channels,
their webs horizontal, connected by two
side plates 10 1/2" x 1/4". The mem-
ber is bent into the shape of a para-
bola v/hose eciuation has been determin-
ed. The character of the span is siich
that all of its v/eb members are ten-
sion members, consequently all are of
round rod sections. The verticals are
1 l/£" in diameter and pass thru the
Vk'ebs of the upper chord and are bolted
FiGj.S 5 PAN 3 their ends. The diagonals vary in
aiameter from 1 1/8" in the end panels to 5/4" in the center panel.
They are connected at the upper end as shown in Pig. 5. The lower
connection is shown in Pig. 7. The ver-
ticals and diagonals are bolt connected
at the lower end to a cast iron shoe on
/^/c/<s//f^j^/- \7hich rests the lower chord and also the
^P/at^ona/s floor beam. The lower chord consists of
two 4" X 1/2" bars. Their ends are forgedUppei^ Connection
to a rod of i !;<:.' aiameter, passed thru the cast iron bridge shoes
and bolted with a nut.
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The floor beams consist of twO S-inch - 13 1/4-pound
channels with a cover plate 1/4" x 10", riveted on the top and hot-
tom as shown in Fig. 7. The cover
''CoyerF/ofe plates extend to v/ithin 2 feet of
each end of the floor beams. The
floor beams rest on a cast iron
Ai7^<?/7<3^/ washer v/hich in turn rests on the
lower chord.
The end floor beams are
ri<^.7 Lower Panel Po/NTCtoNNECT.oN o.^^eh I-beajiis, and rest directly
on the round section of the lower
F,c5 9. L^fen^l Conn. a '^^o^^' See Fig. 8. These beams
ure common to both adjacent spans.
A four or six-inch timber is placed
on top of the north end floor beam.
The span has two systems
of lateral bracing. One system
consists of 5/8-inch diameter diag-
onal rods connected with an eye
bolt to the lower chord and to an 8-inch ring in the center. See
Fig. 9. They are fastened to the lower chord at intervals of
15 1/2 feet, there being six sets. The other system consists of
tv;o diagonal rods 5/4" in diameter, connected directly to floor
beams by 1" bolts, as shown in Fig. 7 at A. They are present in
all but the end panels.
The upper chord is braced with 1 1/2" rods at the
quarter-points of the span as shown. The^ 4" channels to which

Connection
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the v;ina rods axe attached, are "bolted
to the lower ohord by a 5/8" "bolt thru
its lower flange. The connections at
tcp and "bottom are shown in ^ig. 10.
The center "brace is connected to the
upper flange of the upper chord in-
stead of the lower flange as shown.
Span C is shown in .^ig. 11. This span has two side gir-
ders spaced 15 feet apart. The girders consist of a 50" x 1/4"
web plate and four 5" x Pj" x 1/4" flange angles. Each have six
5" X E" X 1/4" stiffner angles; but unlike present practice all
are riveted to the outside of the girder. The lower inside
fj.ange angle has its outstanding leg uppermost on which the floor
J
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beams rest. The floor "beams are composite . The center one con-
§
siEts of a u-inch - 25-potind I-heam, a 3" x 8" plank, and a 4-inch
7 1/2-pound I-beam. The 9-inch I-heara is connected to the girder
by four 1/2" bolts. The end floor beam also consists of a 9-inch
I-beam, 7 pieces of 5" blocking supporting an 8" x 6" tiiiiber and
a 3" plank. Provision has been made for connecting the 9-inch
I-beams to the girder with connection angles, but no bolts or riv-
ets were used. This leaves the floor beam merely resting on the
inside flange angle. At the center of each panel a 1" round lat-
eral rod connects the girders by passing thru the web of the gir-
der and bolted with a nut on the outside. A neat railing com-
posed of a channel supported by vertical plates v>fith fancy con-
nections, is placed on top of each girder giving the span a pleas-
ing appearance.
As already mentioned the spans are supported by cast
iron bents, but because of their frail appearance they were given
little attention. See Fig. 12 for details of this bent.
FiQ. 12 Near vrew of Fracjukep Bent
1
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Art. 2
.
Investigation.
As h&s been already stated, the investigation confines
itself only to the main sections. Ostruij's Specifications for
Highway Bridges were used. Horever , instead of using a ten-ton
engine, a fifteen-ton engine was substituted. Uo additional live
loading, either uniform or otherwise, was considered in addition
to the engine loading as it is very unlikely that any heavy load-
ing v/ill immediately follow whereby there may be additional stress
of any great amount transferred to the member in consideration.
The load was considered to be distributed on
two axles, ten feet apart, with a six-foot
gauge. Ten tons are supposed to be carried
1 the rear axle and 5 tons on the front one.
1
—
i-
—
I
— The arrangement is shovm in Fig. 13.
R<^. 13. VYMEEL FOR.
Encime The dead load for each span was de-
termined from the measurement of the bridge, and the weight of the
members calculated therefrom. The main sections of each member
were measured, including only such details as tie plates, lace
bars, or stay plates. Rivets and connections were added as 10^
of the dead load v/eight of the main members jf each span. *
The wood floor was considered to weigh 4 1/2 pounds per board
foot. The total dead load per truss is accordingly one-half the
total weight of span inclusive of floor system. See Table I, II,
and III for the detailed weights.
That live load, either uniform or concentrated ,, was
used which gave a maximum stress. It was found that for span A
In determining dead load weight of span B, 12;;6 was used
to include bolts, nuts, washers, etc.
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TABLE I
DETERMIUATIOlf OF ..EIGHT
OF SPiltl A.
Ho. of
i?iece{3 Section Dimension Total Length V/t.Per Ft. Total V;t. Gross 7/t.
Upper Chord & End Posts - Total length - 31»-10".
2 C Q 4"-l 5/8"flange 31.60'
1 Cover olate 8"x 1/4" 3E.00'
IE Tie plates 4"x 1/4" 0.6 f7 »
Vertical - (1)
2 r s 4"-l 5/8"flange
6 tie plates 4 l/2"xl/4"
Diagonals
2 loop rods
Lower Chord
4 loop rods
Pins 5
15/16"
3/4"
1 7/8"
5.00'
0.69'
8.75#
14.00'
0.67"
6 . 25r
6.80#
5.40;^
6.25#
3.61-
2.35%
1 . 50#
9.59#
395.0
217.0
27.3
62.5
14,9
640
77.4
41.1
84.0
31.5
Total weight each truss - 874.0 jr
Floor Beam (1
)
1 weh plate av.ll l/4"xl/4"
4 flange As 5"z2"xl/4"
Joists
FLOOR SYSTEM
10
4
IS
^s
6"
6"
4 lateral rods 5/8"
15.50'
15.50'
15.0'
15.0'
23.0'
9.7df
4.10^
12.25f
8.00#
151.6
254.2 405.8
1838.0
480.0
95.7
2819.5
1748.0
1.04#
Total V/eight Floor system -
Add - 2 trusses at 874
4567. 5vr
Add JQ-o for rivets co.inection 456.S
Total dead load V/t.of steel 5024.3*
Timher flooring 30x15x2" material = 900 B.M.
8 plankE 10"xl5'x2" - SCO
4 planks 2"x4"xl5' 40 1140 B.I.I. at 4 1/2^^^ olgO.O
Total dead load weight 10154.
Panel load = 1/4x10154.3 2540.0
Use - 2,500.0
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TABLE II
DETERMINATION OF V.lilGHT
SPAN B.
No. of
Pieces Section Dimensions Total Length V.t. Per Ft. Total 7t. Gross '..t
Upper Chord
2 plates
Lower Chord
2 rods
10 l/2"xl/4"
6"
1 1/2"
Vertical - Total length
10 rods 1 1/2"
Diagonals -
Panel 1 & 10 2 rods 1 1/8"
2 Sc 9 " 1"
3 &; 8 " 7/8"
4,5,6 & 7
10S.5'
102.5'
100.5'
88'0"
38.0'
6.5'
9.u'
10.0'
3/4" 0Total 118.0'
8.92^r
8.00#
6.00#
3.58#
2.67#
2.04;;-
1.50,
1846.4
1656.5 3502.4
1206.0
528.0
43.9
48.0
40.8
282.0 414.7
V/t. of iiiach Truss 5651.1,,
Joists
.
5
2
I s
C s
5 "-3"flange
5"-l 5/4" "
Floor "beams-do)
2 r s 9"-2 3/8" fl.
2 Cover plates 10"xl/4"
FLOOR SYSTEi
101.0'
101.0'
16.0"
11.0"
V/ind tracing
3 £ s
6 rods
6" 1 7/8"flange 2010
1 1/2" 10.0'
9.75;/
6 .50;/
13.25,,
8.50r
8.00#
6.00#
Lateral hracing
22 rods 7/8"
10 rods 5/8"
18.75'
25.60'
4923.8
1313.0
424.0
187.0
480.0
360.0
841.52.04?,^
1.04# 266.
i
Wt. of Floor System
V/t. of 2 Trusses at 5651.1
Add 12;^^ for rivets cc connections
Total V/t, of steel
Wood Floor i00'xl5'x2" = 3000 B.M.
400'xl0"x2" - 665 '^^'^
200'-2"x4" = 155 3800 B.H. at 4 1/2.;-
Dead load weij^ht per foot per trust. 229#-
Use
6236
.8v
6110 .0;;-
840 • Or
1107
.7,f
14294
. 5,7
11502 .2
25596 ."7
5071 .6
28667 .i^f
17100 .0
45767
. 57
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TABLE III.
DETSRMII^ATIOU OF ViffiiaHT
^PAK C.
Pieces Section Mraensions Total Length V/t.Per Ft. Total Wt. Gross
Girders
4 flange L s
1 web plate
6 stiffner
6 filler plates 2 l/2"xl/4"
4 end 3"x2"xl/4"
2 plates 8"xl/4"
5x2 1/2x1/4"
30x1/4"
3x2x1/4"
Railing
"1 C 5"-l 3/4" fl
5 vertical pits. 4"xl/2"
30 . .00
'
30.0"
2.5'
2.16'
4.50'
2.00'
30.0'
2.0 '
4.57,'^
25.93?/-
4.1#
2.127/--
4.1i?
5 . BJr^
6.8'-
6 . 80t'
540.0
777.9
61.5
27.5
73.8
27.2
195.
U
68.0
Vyt.of each girder and rail
1507. 9yr
265.
C
17 7C.9i^
1 Floor beam 9" I-
2 lateral rods 1"^
5 Joists 6" I e
2 Joists 6" C s
FLOOR SYSTEII .
15.16' 25.0 579.0
16.00' 2.67 185.4
51.00' 12.25 1898.0
31. CO' 8.00 1496.0
iVt. of floor system
Wt.of 2 girders at 1770ir
Add \q]o rivets « connections
Total .Vt. of steel
2358.4,,
5540.0
6538.4
640.0
7053. 4t
V.t. of floor -
50x15x2" =900 ,.
8 planks 2"xl0"xl5'0" =200 1100 B.:.:. at 4 1/2,;- 4950.0
11938.4;;
Dead x)anel load - 1/-^. xt^038.4 - 2997.0
say 3000. 7f
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the 15-ton engine caused greater stress in the trusses than the
uniform load did. Impact was considered as specified. The stresses
v/ere calculated in the usual manner and are shown on Plates I, and
II. The efficiencies of those members investigated are likev/ise
shown, lio calculations are presented, but are kept on file for fut-
ure reference. Table IV shows, in tabulated form, the results of
the investigation for each span.
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I'J.
IV
EFFICIEiJGIiiS OF
Member
SPM A
Lov;er Chord
Upper Oliord
End post
Diagonals
Stringers
Floor iDeam
Section
IZax. Total
Stress
Unit Stress
2-c)/4"01oop rods 170C0
£-4" ^ s and 54000
l/4"x8 cover pit. 20900
2-5/4"01oop rods 20900
6"- I s 267090^
"
Girder 936 7007f"
9" I 7896007r"
Actual Allowa"blt:
lbs. per sq.in
19500
11220
18830
17400
39500
25700
58200
16000
16000
20000
16000
16000
16000
16C0C
rficienc:
?er cent
83
142.5
106.0
91.5
40.0
62.5
41.8
SPAN B - Parabolic Pony
Upper Chord
Lower
Chord
Verticals
Diagonals
Stringer
Floor beam
2
-plates
(a) 2 bars
(b) 2 rods
1 1/2"
1 1/6"
'
1"
7/8"
3/4"
5"-
2-9"
I !
rs
s
10
4x1
1 1
2
-plates 10"
Truss
.
133220
1/2x1/4"
/2"
/2"/l35170
10860
5440
8440
9790
15940
244720#"
685060=;-"
xl/2"
29150
41000
51500
8560
7830
15300
23500
52750
51000
20400
160uO
16Ul0
16000
16000
1600C
16000
16000
16000
16000
54.5
59.0
51.1
191.3
205.0
104,5
66.7
50.4
51.4
78.6
SPAI^I G - Girder
Outside Girder V;eb 30x1/4" 2478500#'' 28100 16000 57.0
Flange 5x2 1/2x1/4"
Stringers. Same as for Span A.
Floor BeaD: - Composite Section - Omitted. See note.
liPTE . The true efficiency can not be determined by ordinary methods.
It is the v/riter's opinion that since the girder is very in-
efficient, it was unnecessary to investigate the beani in order
to substantiate the recommendation at the end of this report.
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Art. 5. The Report .
The results of the investigation show the bridge to be
in a condition much too weak to sustain the loadings considered.
The effici'^ncies are much under 100 per cent. This should not be,
and is not good design. Furthermore the physical condition of
the bridge well indicates the same conclusions, in fact, would make
the efficiencies calculated still lower.
Physical Gond iti ons .
The iron work appears to have been fairly well maintained
but during the 46 years of existence, the old span has corroded
considerably.
The south bent under span A is 8 inches out of plumb,
caused by the earth pressure against the retaining wall. This re-
sulted in tilting the end floor beams, causing them to rest on the
edge of their flange, in fact one beam does not rest on the bent
at all. This beam rests entirely on the vertical I-beams which
support the retaining wall.
In many instances very little attention was paid to the
proper bearing areas for floor beams. In the case cf span B , the
channels of the floor beams rest about a half inch on the cast iron
washer. See Fig. 7. Also, the end floor beams rest on the rod
section of the lower chord.
In span B, there are a number of tension members which
do not take equal strain under load. Many of the diagonals ift-hich
should not be under stress except for some initial tension, ap-
peared to be stressed as great as the vertical rods.
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The design of spans B and G is not consistent with the
practice of the present time, and is such as not to give much rig-
idity. The larger diagonals, v/hich should be in the center panel
when the stress is greatest, occur in the end panels. The panels
are of unequal length. The wind bracing, as well as the lateral
sj'Stems are particularly inefficient and ineffective for preventing
lateral vibration. This lateral vibration is very noticeable when
a heavy load crosses the bridge. As regards span G, the presence
of the stiffener angles on the outside only is not consistent with
the theories advanced at the present time, as concerns girder de-
sign. Again, the placing of the inside lower flange angle as a shelf
angle is improper. Eccentric stresses are thereby caused. This is
undesirable. The only thing that may be said concerning span is
that the use of loop rods should not be permitted. In many cases
the welds were not well made and are weak, if not entirely useless
!it the present time.
The roadway requires new flooring, the greater part of the
present lumber being well decayed.
The vertical deflection and vibration of span B are also
quite severe even under the passage of a light vehicle and a sin-
gle horse on trot; in fact, it is more severe under this condition
than under the passage of a heavy team.
The erection of the iron work is poor, resulting from
carelessness of inspection. Most field connections are bolted
instead of riveted, and where field rivets were used, they were
very poorly driven. In many instances v/here driving was difficult,
they were omitted entirely.
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Conclusions
.
Conclusions based on field examination and office cal-
culations are as follov/s:
1. The efficiencies of the truss memters and floor sys-
tems are such to indicate that if subjected to the heavier loading
the member would be seriously overstrained if not fractured.
2. The lateral deflection is due to the inefficient lat-
eral bracing.
3. The vertical vibration is more than should be expect-
ed from a bridge of this character, and is in itself a cause for
alarm.
4. The poor construction is also a cause for fear.
5. The condition of the iron wor^tv especially in span B
is of such nature that the safety of the bridge is largely depend-
ant on it.
Becommendation.
In view of what has been sa3,d concerning the condition
of the bridge, it is useless to attempt to remedy the situation
in no other way than by its replacement by an up-to-date steel
structure.
'I
£3.
III. THE lEV/ BRIDGE.
Art . 4 . Survey of Site .
An approximate topographic survey of the immediate vicin-
ity to the old bridge has been made and is shown in i'late V. A
base line was established by extending a line midway betvvreen fences
I
along tiie road just south of the bridge. axi arbitrary value of 100.
(
was taken as the elevation of the bridge floor at the south end, and
all other elevations taken with reference to this datum. The new
bridge is to be located on the true center line of the road which
is to be established by the County Engineer as soon as the contract
is let. The elevation of the floor of the new bridge is to be six
inches higher than that of the present bridge. See Plates III and
IV.
Art. 5 . Determination of Dimensions .
The dimensions were determined chiefly from local cundi-
tions
.
Since the traffic is moderate and probably will increase
but little until hard roads are installed, a 16 foot clear roadway
was considered sufficient. This gives ar.iple clearance for two [laps-
ing teams or automobiles.
It was deemed best not to cut down on the water -v/ay. Al-
though the channel is small during ordinary stages of flow, the
width becomes considerable when the floods raise the level to with-
in two feet of the floor of the bridge. By substituting- one span
in place of the three which nov/ exist, piers or bents will not be
necessary and the desired object will be obtained. A 160-foot span
was considered best suited for this location.





Desk^n No. I
M\\/7/
L 8 ff2C''0"'' 13(7-0"
The type of triib^s v.as next considered. Four tvpes of
design v/ere submitted as bliosn in i'ig. 14.. Design ijo. 1 7/as not
desired because of the unsightly
appearance caused by the parallel
chord of a span of that length. In
Design l^o . 2, the panels are too
long for economical design. Designs
ilo. 3 and 4 are alike, except that
design iso. 3 has greater clearance
under the portal. As this v/as deerii-
ed sufficient in design lo . 4, this
design was chosen because of the
better appearance produced by the
curvature of the upper chord.
Instead of having pin connections as is usually the prac-
tice for a span of this length, it was thought advisable to make
g.11 connections riveted. With a concrete floor and earth cushion,
it has been found by recent experiments that no allowance need be
made for impact. It was therefore concluded that a riveted truss
v/ith a concrete floor would insure great rigidity and still be an
PE51c^N No.5
\ /
9@ 17-9^''^/60'-li'
PE5/aN No. 4
economical design,
Art. 6. Specifications
Proposal for Steel Highway Bridge.
Sealed bids vdll be received by the County Clerk of the
Board of County Supervisors of Champaign County, at Urbana, Ill-
inois, until b 1\M., May 19, 1913, for the complete removal of
old spans and the furnishing and erecting of a 160-foot steel high
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way thru truss span including foundations, on the main road "betv;een
Sidney and St. Joe, near the village of Sidney, Illinois.
Plans and specifications can he had of the Uounty Clerk
at Urhana, Illinois. Bids are to be accompanied by a certified
check for (500) five hundred dollars. The successful bidder will
be required to furnish a faithful performance bond of {200/c>) two
hundred per cent of the amount of the contract. The right is re-
served to reject any or all bids.
For further information address all communications to
County Clerk,
Urbana, Champaign County,
Illinois.
Instruction to Bidder s
.
(1) Proposals must be made on the blank forms to be
obtained at this office.
(E) 1^0 bids will be considered for the work herein des-
cribed from parties who can not show a reasonable acquaintance
with and preparation for the proper performance for the class of
work for which this bid is submitted. Evidence of such competency
must be furnished if desired.
(3) If for any reason the contractor deems it necessary
to sub-let portions of the contract, said sub-contracts shall not
under any cir cunistance relieve the contractor of his liabilities
and obligations under his contract.
(4) General plans for both sub and super-structure shall
be furnished by the ;Ingineer, but such detail drawings as are
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necessary for the construction of said structure shall "be furnished
"by the contractor to he approved hy the Engineer.
(5) The contractor to whom the work is awarded, shall
furnish all materials, labor, and appurtenances necessary to com-
plete the work in accordance with these specifications, and any-
thing omitted herein that may he reasonably interpreted as neces-
sary to such completion is to he merged in the prices hid for the
work.
(6) IJo hid will he considered which is not accompanied
hy a certified check for (500) five hundred dollars.
(7) The Board of County Supervisors expressly reserve
the right to reject any or all bids.
(6) All bids shall be sealed and addressed as follows :-
Proposal for the Removal of Old Spans and the Erection
of a 160 foot Steel Eighv/ay Bridge v;ith foundations for Sidney,
Illinois.
County Clerk,
c/o Board of County Supervisors,
Urbana, Champaign County,
Illinois.
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GENERAL DATA.
For a "bridge crossing ^g/i fvrk I^ramrJ? 6?//^r/7?///o^? JE^^yer
in the town of y^^Z^^ County of C^ha/T?pa/^/?
State of /////? to be "built according to the general
requirements of the accompanying specifications:
T5^pe of bridge T/proc/t^J^ r/)/e/ei^ /-//(fh^yoc^ Trc/jj- ^pa^
¥idth of roadv/ay /& ^-O"
^
Kind of floor or paving Co/^<::re'^£ /^/c?or- ^ ^ar-/^ dTcyS'h/aj^
Height of floor above flood level ^ 7^<?/
Height of floor above ordinary stage of v/ater /^(t/
Depth of river at ordinary stage of water S /gg/
Character of river bed ^ ^//Z"
UsTial season for floods ^^/v>7^
Angle of current with line of bridge °
Total length of bridge / i>o - /"j" c -/o ^. /g£7/y>7^>r
Name of nearest Railroad iStation ^/'c^/7Cc^ an J^afl^t/^/?
Length of haul from nearest freight station /'^ ^/'^^S
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Contract mA Specifications
.
Covering the Removal of old Bridge and the Construction
of a Through Riveted Steel Highway Truss Span across the Salt Pork
Branch of the Vermilion River in Sidney Township, Champaign County,
Sidney, Illinois.
_
THIS AGREEllElIT
, made and entered into this day
ill the year One Thousand ijine Hundred and Thir^
teen, by and between the Commissioners of Champaign County, Urbana,
Illinois, parties of the first part, and
therein known as the Contractor
,
party
of the second part:
\7itnesseth:- That the party to these presents, each in
consideration of the undertakings, premises and agreements on the
part and behalf of the other herein contained, have undertaken and
agreed and do hereby undertake and agree, the parties of the first
part for themselves and their successors, and the party of the
second part for himself, his heirs, executors, and administrators
as follov/s:-
(A) The Contractor, in consideration of the sum of
_Doliars and Cents
^'^ "to t*© paid in the manner hereinafter provided,
shall and will furnish -11 tools, machinery, material and labor,
at his own cost and expense, necessary or proper for the purpose
of completely removing the old spans, bents and retaining walls now
existing in the old bridge across the Salt Pork Branch of the Ver-
milion River in Sidney Township, Champaign County, Sidney, Illinois.
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(B) Furthermore » said Contractor, in consideration of
the sura of ^Dollars and
Gents ) to he paid in the man-
ner hereinafter provided » shall and will furnish all tools, machin-
ery, material and lahor , at his ov/n cost and expense, necessary or
proper for the purpose of construction and completion of, and shall
and will construct, finish and complete ready for superstructure,
the abutments for the bridge across the Salt Pork Branch of the
Vermilion River in Sidney Township, Champaign County, Sidney, Ill-
inois
.
(C) Furthermore, said Contractor, in consideration of
the sum of
.
Dollars and
Cents (-4' ) to be paid in the
manner hereinafter provided, shall and will furnish all tools,
machinery, material, and labor, at his ovi^n cost and expense, nec-
essary or proper for the purpose of construction, erection, and
completion of, and shall and will construct, ;rect complete in
place ready for traffic the superstructure, including concrete
floor and earth cushion, also such earth fill and grading as will
be necessary in approaches, for bridge across the Salt Fork of the
Vermilion River in Sidney Township, Champaign County, Sidney, Ill-
inois .
(D) The said Contractor shall furnish all of said mater-
ial and perform all of said labor and fully construct, finish and
complete in place said bridge in strict compliance to the plans
and specifications on file in the Office of the Commissioners of
Champaign County, Illinois, at the Court House, at Urbana, and
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the Specifications hereunto annexed, and construct said "bridge in
a good and workmanlike manner within the time required.
(E) The Commissioners of Champaign County, Illinois,
agree to pay to the Contractor, the consideration hereinbefore ex-
pressed when the said bridge has "been inspected and approved as
required by law.
(F) It is further expressly agreed that all the work,
labor, and material which shall be done and furnished in and about
the work called for by the Contract as aforesaid shall be done and
furnished pursuant and in conformity to the following specifications,
unless expressly stated in writing to the contrary by the Commis-
sioners of Champaign County, Urbana, Illinois, or their Engineer.'
(G) And it is further understood and agreed that all work
provided to be done under this agreement shall be of the best char-
acter, and shall be complete and satisfactory before acceptance.
(H) And it is further understood and agreed that the
Contractor shall assume all responsibility of every kind and des-
cription. The Commissioners and Supervisors will be held to no
responsibility for any accident or for any damage whatsoever. And
the Contractor must protect the Commissioners and Supervisors from
all such liability.
(I) And it is further understood and agreed that the Con-
tractor shall assume all risks from floods, storms, damages arising
from out of the nature of the work, or for any unforseen, or un-
known or unusual obstruction, or difficulties which may be encount-
ered in the prosecution of the same until final acceptance of the
Bridge by the proper authorities.
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f J) And it is further understood and agreed that the Con-
tractor shall take, use, provide, and make all proper, necessary
and sufficient precautions, safe guards and protection against the
occurence or happening of any accidents, injuries, damages, or hurt
to any person or persons during the progress of the work herein
specified, and to save harmless the Commissioners and Supervisors,
their officers, agents, and servants, from the payment of all sums
of money hy reason of all or any such accidents, injuries, damages,
or hurts, that may happen or occur ahout such work.
(X) And it is further understood and agreed in the event
of the GoriMissioner s and Supervisors by their Engineer deciding
that these specifications and contract are not being properly ful-
filled, both as to care shown, quality of material used, and prompt-
itude in execution, or if the Contractor becomes bankrupt or insol-
vent or assigns his property for the benefit of creditors, or shall
become otherwise unable to carry on the work, or shall neglect or
refuse to promote the work with such dispatch as is thought proper
by the Engineer, then the Commissioners and Supervisors will have
the right to empower their Engineer to contract v.lth, or employ
such other person or persons as he or the Commissioners and Super-
visors see fit, to finish and complete the several unfinished por-
tions of the work, first giving notice to the Contractor in writing
of such intentions, three days before employing such person or per-
sons, such notice to be served upon the Contractor, either person-
ally or by leaving such notice at his residence or with his agent
in charge of the work.
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The cost to the Commissioners and Supervisors of any
such work that may he executed or contracted for under this clause
shall be deducted from the moneys that may he due, or may at any
time thereafter become due to the Contractor
,
the Gontr:::ctor waiv-
ing all claims for damages.
(L) The Contractor will commence the work herein agreed
to be performed by him within ten days from date of Contract, and
will execute all v;ork in every respect, in a thorough and workman-
like manner, and will fully perform and complete said structure
ready for traffic on or before October 1, 1913.
In Witness whereof, the parties to these presence have
hereunto set their hands and seals the day above written.
) Commissioners
) of
) Champaign Countj
Contractor
.
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SPEGIfflGATIOKS.
COVERING THE GOHSTHUGTIOM OF A TEHOUGH RIVETED STEEL HIGH-
WAY TRUSS SPilK ACROSS THE S/vLT FORX BRAIIGH OF THE VERI.IILIOIJ RIVER
.
Hi SIDHEY TOVmSEIP, CHAI-IPAIGIJ COUiJTY, SIMEY , ILLIIJOIS.
PLAIJS Id^D SPEGIFIGATIOMS.
The work shall he constructed according to the gener-
al plans, such detail drav/ings as are necessary for the
construction of said structure which have heen approved
by the Engineer anc5 these specifications, all of v/hich
shall be considered as a part of the Contract. They con-
template a complete structure and any omission in plans,
draY/ings, or specifications shall not release the Contract
or from building said structure complete.
RExMOVAI. OF OLD SPAIi.
The Contractor shall tear down the old spans without
unnecessary damage; remove old bents; disconnect all
steel portions and lumber and pile same in a pile near
the present site, the same to remain the property of the
Board of Commissioners of Champaign County, Illinois.
Lli^ES & STAKES.
Before commencing excavation, it will be the duty
of the Contractor to notify the Engineer or Commissioner
who will give him center line and stakes and the new
structure shall be constructed true to the lines shown
upon the plan and as such staked out by tl^e Engineer.
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POREIL'IN & V/ORaiElI.
The Contractor shall at all times have a competent
foreman on the work or some authorized agent upon whom
notice may he served and orders issued for the conduct
of the work. He shall employ competent workmen.
If any foreman or workman employed hy the Contractor
or hy any suh-contractor who, in the opinion of the En-
gineer of his authorized assistant, shall not perform his
work in a proper and skillful manner or shall he disre-
spectful, intemperate, disorderly, or otherwise ohjec -
tionahle shall at the written request of the Engineer,
he forthwith discharged hy the Contractor or Suh-contract
or employing such foreman or workman, and shall not he
employed again on any portion of the work provided for
hy these plans and specifications without the written
consent of the Engineer.
EXGAVATIOWS k FOUKDATIOWS
.
Excavation for foundations shall he made hy the Con-
tractor to a depth of foundation line as shown on plan,
or if compact gravel, rock or sand is reached hefore, he
shall notify the Engineer and do as directed hy the En-
gineer after he (the Engineer) views the foundation.
PILING.
If to the discretion of the Engineer it is found
that foundation piles are necessary, said piles shall
he driven to refusal under the weight of a E500-pound
hammer. They shall he of sound white or hurr oak having

a minimum diameter of eight inches at the smaller end.
Two feet of sound pile are to project in the footing
concrete.
GOUCRETE.
Shall be composed of true Portland cement, clean
sharp sand, and hard "broken stone or gravel.
GEMEHT.
The cement shall "be portland of such quality as wii:.
meet the requirements of the standard specifications
adopted by the American Society for Testing- Materials.
STOlJE
.
Shall be tough, clean, and hard, and shall not be
larger than 11/2 inches in aiy direction.
SMD
.
Shall be clean, sharp, coarse, and well graded. It
shall be free from sticks and other foreign matter, but
may contain clay or loam not to ezceed five per cent.
GRAVEL
.
Shall be composed of clean pebbles of hard and
durable stone of sizes not to exceed 1 1/8 inches, free
from clay and other impurities except sand. VOien con-
taining sand in considerable quantity, the amount per
unit of volume of gravel shall be determined accurately
to admit of the proper proportion of sand being main-
tained in the concrete mixture.
V/ATER
.
The water shall be clean and reasonably clear, free from
sulphuric acid or strong alkalies.
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MIZING.
Can be done either "by hand or hy approved hatch
mixing machines according to the judgment of the Contract-'
or. If hand mixed, the sand and cement shall he mixed
dry to an even color, then the stone shall he added and
the whole aggregate cut and tizrned three times, adding
at the same time sufficient water to make the mass wet.
FORMS.
Shall he well huilt, substantial and unyielding,
properly braced or tied together by means of wire or rods
and shall conform to the lines given on masonry plans.
IVherever the lumber is to be used for face work, it
shall be dressed on one side and both edges, and shall be
sound and free from loose knots, .ill forms shall be
drenched before the concrete is placed against them ex-
cept in freezing weather.
PLACING.
Concrete shall be deposited in horizontal layers of
uniform thickness thruout.
Each layer should be left somewhat rough to insure
bonding with the next layer above; and if the concrete
has already set, it sLall be thoroughly cleaned by
scrubbing with coarse brushes and water before the next
layer is placed upon it.
The work shall be carried up in sections of conven-
ient length and the sections shall be completed without
interruption.
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PIAGIHG (Continued)
Concrete shall be placed immediately after mixing
and any having an initial set shall he rejected/.
All concrete facing on walls shall he thorouglu^
spaded when placed in the forms, so that no honeycombing
will appear on the work.
FiwiaiiHG.
The face forms of abutments and wing walls, copings,
bridge seats, etc. shall be removed as soon as possible
after the concrete has sufficiently hardened, and all
small cavities or openings in the face shall be neatly
filled with mortar composed of 1 part neat portland ce-
ment, ttnd 1 part of coarse sand, to the satisfaction of
the Engineer.
Concrete shall not be laid in freezing weather ex-
cept by special arrangement with and under the super-
vision of the Engineer in charge.
PAVniG
.
The Contractor shall furnish a 6-inch layer of
black sandy loam the full length of the bridge.
GRADING & BACK PILLIIJG.
Suitable grading of approaches to the bridge will
be made by the Contractor and must be figured in the bid
as part of the striicture complete. He shall be required
to make all back fill necessary to replace surface slope
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GRiiDIKG <Sc BACK FILLIlIu (GontinuecL)
In b Jie saBi6 concLixion as iw v^as prcvicjiib iio oomiuciioamciib
of work.
FINAL CLEAR 11^" G.
After the completion of the v/ork, the Contractor
will remove all earth, trees, ruhhi sh and ohstructions
he has placed in the ditches at the side of the road;
replace all fences and piit property used in as good con-
dition as before the woriv >'<^i^ started.
EHGIHEEE
.
V/herever the word "Engineer" is used herein, it shall
"be and is mutually understood to refer to ^1. ^. lieed.
County Bridge Engineer of Champaign County and to his
properly authorized agents, limited hy the particular
duties entrusted to them.
SUPERSTRUCTUlil':.
Complete detail drawings shall be furnished by the
Contractor to be approved by the Engineer. Before any
steel fabrication shall be undertaken, the Contractor
shall furnish the Engineer with two sets of preliminary
yvorking dra.vings, one of which will be retained and the
other returned with necessary corrections. The Contractor
shall then furnish the Engineer with three sets of cor-
rected working drawijigs, one set to be returned approved
by the Engineer if correct, and the other two retained.
The working drawings as approved by the Engineer shall
constitute a part of these specifications.
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SUPER STRUGTUKE (Continued)
It is understood that no steel fabrication shall be
undertaken "before the working' drawings have been approved
by the Engineer. If the drawings have been retained by
the Engineer for over one week, a corresponding extension
of time will be allowed the Contractor.
SPECIPICATICIJS.
Except as hereinafter specified or as may be special
ly indicated on the drawings, all members and details
shall be designed in accordance with Cooper's Specifica-
tions for Highway Bridges (Edition of 1901).
FIELD GOlIlffiCriCi^S.
All field connections shall be by means of rivets
to be driven by pneumatic power. All connections must
be tight to the approval of the Engineer or authorized
assistant.
FLOOR BEAAIS.
Floor beams are to be riveted between vertical
posts as specified on plans.
SHOP INSPEGTIOK.
When superstructure is ready for shipment , the En-
gineer is to be notified in order that he may attend to
the shop inspection and no material is to be shipped
until ordered by the Engineer, either verbally or in
writing.
PAINT
.
(1) SHOP GOAT. All surfaces riveted together in
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PAIIJT {Continued)
the shop are to receive one coat of red lead and oil
"before riveting. All other parts are to "be painted with
one coat of some standard bridge paint of reputable
quality.
(E) FIELD GOAT. After erection and super Btructuce
is otherv/ise complete, the metal work shall he carefully
cleaned and retouched with a coat of some reliable bridge
paint, after which two coats of Dixon's Silica Graphite
Paint are to be applied. IJo painting is to be permitted
in wet or cold weather. All parts damaged before drying
shall be properly repainted. The second field coat shall
not be commenced until the first coat is thoroughly dry.
SHIELD lUSPEGTIOL'.
After the bridge is erected according to judgment
of Contractor, the Engineer is to be notified in order
that he may make his field inspection. This inspection
should be made before the erection gang leaves in order
that no unnecessary delay may occur on account of ma^^ing
good, defects in field connections and other classes of
work.

Art . 7 . Determination of Loading .
The question of loading is of much importance. Allowance
must "be made for an increase in the weight of traffic in the future,
iiow great this increase will be and hov/ rapidly it will take place
is dependent upon the location of the "bridge and the existing road
conditions. The bridge is on a direct route "between St. Joe and
Sidney and it is not impro"ba"ble that business relations may exist
later such that traffic will increase enormously, but road condi-
tions v.lll probably effect traffic most. Under the present condi-
tions the unimproved roads will not sustain an engine weighing much
over IS tons except when the roads are in the best of condition,
V/ith the installing of improved or hard roads, heavier engines will
be necessary in construction and maintenance and only until then
will it be necessary to provide for excessively heavy engines. A
Ir. to 15-ton engine is extremely well suited for farm work. .tiny
increase in weight increases its efficiency but little, so that it
is doubtful whether heavier engines will be used for farm traction.
Therefore a 15-ton engine was assumed to. be ample for the design of
the floor system of the bridge.
Another condition to be considered is that of uniform
live load. It is doubtful whether the bridge v/ill ever be entirely:'
covered with people such that a uniform load of 75 to 85 pounds p^^r
square foot ^vill be produced. The bridge is close to a cemetery
and although a funeral procession, consisting of horses and car-
riages or perhaps automobiles, may cover the entire structure, the
load caused thereby will be much below the above stated amount.
It is furthermore improbable that so large a number of peoi^le v/ill
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ever congregate so as to cover the entire bridge. The remaining
condition is the effect caused "by a herd of cattle. '.Vhen closely
huddled together, cattle can easily produce a load of 100 pounds
per sq_uare foot. Since the "bridge is located on a country highway
it is quite likely that this condition may at some time occur. Ac-
cordingly a uniform live load of 85 pounds per square foot was con-
sidered a reasonable value to be used in the design of the trusses.
Art . 8 . Stresses .
In order to compute the stresses in the various members,
the dead load weight must necessarily be approximated. Three such
approximations were made; a mean of these being used. They are as
follows
:
(1) Prom an estimate of weights
of steel in similar designs - (a)
(h)
(E) From G. li. Tyrell's diagram
Mean v/eight of Steel
135,683 pounds
125 ,554 pounds
110,100 pounds
1E4,000 pounds
Weight of concrete floor
( 160x1 6x4. 5x1 5Q#)
IE
Earth Cushion { 160xl6x50;>)
Total Estimated Dead Load Vifeight
144,000 pounds
128.000 pounds
596,000 pounds
Dead Panel Load is
596 ,000
- 22 000 pounds
9x2 * ^
Live Panel Load is
160x16x85 -
9x2 12,000 pounds
These panel loads were used to determine the stresses as
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shown on Plate V. ,
Art . 9 . Desif^n of Superstruotijre .
Cooper's Specifications for Highway Bridges, Edition of
1901, except as hereinafter specified, were used in the design of
the superstructure. Experiments on highway bridges with concrete
floors indicate that impact need not "be considered. (Journal of the
Western Society of Engineer's, 1913). Since Cooper msi:es allowance
for impact in his unit working stresses for live load, it became
necessary that suitable unit allowable stresses be chosen. The
following were adopted:
-
Tension -16,Uuu pounds per square inch.
Compression,-that stress in pounds per square inch given
by the formula
16000 - 70 ^
in which
1 - length of member in inches
r - least radius of gyration.
In no case is the ratio J to exceed 120.
The design of the superstructure will be taken up as fol-
lows; (a) design of stringers, (b) design of floor beam, (c) design
of top chord and end post, (d) design of intermediate posts, (e)
design of tension members, (f) design of lateral system, (g) design
of portal and sway bracing,
(a) Design of Stringers.
The dead load weight per panel carried by all of the
stringers is as follows:
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Concrete floor 5x150x17.8x17.0 - 18,900 ITds.
Earth cushion 50x17.8x17.0 - 15,150 Ihs. >
Stringers 6x17.8x25.0 - 2.670 Ihs.
Total dead load weight per panel = 36,720 Ihs.
As there are six stringers, each will carry 1/6 of 56,720 lbs. This
is a uniform dead load of 344 pounds per lineal foot of stringer.
The live load is that caused by a 15-ton engine. This
engine has its wheel base and weights shown in Fig. 13, page
It is assumed that the concrete floor dis-
.1 tributes the live load uniformly over all but7Z'
17.8'
the outside stringers. Each stringer will
therefore take one-fifth of the total bend-
ing moment caused by the engine. The posi-
FiG. 15 LoAPiN<^ FOi^5-p^iNqEi?
,
tion of the engine on the stringers for max-
imum moment is shown in i''lg.l5. Moments are taken under the large
wheel.
Dead load Moment. The dead load reaction is found to be
o060 pounds whence the dead load moment equals
(3,060x7.2) - (344x7.2x3.6) - 13,116 pound feet.
Live Load Moment. E is equal to 7.2 x 50,000 or 12.150
17.8
pounds Vi'hence the live load moment is
12,150x7.2 = 87,500 pound feet.
This is the total live load moment produced by the engine. As all
stringers carry this moment, each joist is considered to take one-
fifth of 87,500 or 17,500 pound feet. The total moment on each
stringer is the sum of the dead and live load moments or 30,616
pound feet which equals 367,392 pound inches. The section modulus
required is therefore

4 7
267,59 2
16 ,000
12.9
A 10 inch - 26-pound I beam has a section modulus of 24.4 and will
be used. A 10 inch 15-pound channel will be used for the outside
stringers. The spacing of the stringers is shown in Fig. 16.
(b) Design of jj^loor Beam.
The total de&d load )Veight per
panel supported by the floor beam is as
follows:
y-o"
"
J7'-0"
Fiq. 16 Section of I^oapwAy
Concrete floor
iilarth Cushion
Stringers (5x25#xl7.8)
{2xl5#xl7.8)
Estimated weight of
floor beam 17x6 57f
Total
18,900 pounds
15,150 pounds
2,220 pounds
534 pounds
1 .105 pounds
37,909 pounds
Dead load v/eight per foot equals 2, £30.. pounds.
The maximuiii live load moment will be caused when the rear
e'-O" 3iP\ 3^
FIQ.17. LOAPINQFOe FlX)OR
BEAM.
v^heele rest directly over the floor beam
Bucii that the wheel under which the moments
»
are ;,ak.en is six feat from the left end of
the beam as shown in Fig. 17. The weight on
the ...... due to the front wheels will
be
( 17.8 - ICQ ) x 10,000 = 4,380 pounds
17.8
The weight of the rear wheels being 20,000 pounds, the total weight
of engine supported by floor beam is the sum of these values or
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24,580 pounds.
The dead load reaction being 18,950 pounds, the moment
under wheel will be
(18.950x6.0) - (6.0x2,230x3) = 73,560 pound feet.
The live load reaction being 8,600 pounds, the live moment
under wheel will be
8,600 X 6.0 = 51,600 pound feet.
The total moment is therefore 125,160 pound feet which equals 1,501,
920 pound inches. The required section modulus is
1^501,920 .
16,000 - ^-^-^
{
A 20-inch 65-pound I-beam v/ill suffice.
(c) Design of Upper Chord U3 U4.
An efficient section for the upper chord is that of two
channels and a cover plate. 3ince the member resists compression,
16/ platey
A^ra/
it will be designed by the formula
P = 16000 - 70 i
FiQ. 18 Section
xii vvhich P is the allowable unit working stress
Two 12-inch 25-pound channels and a 16-
inch X 5/16 inch cover plate were tried. The
neutral axis was found to be 7.55 inches above
the lower flange of the channels. The radius of gyration is 4.66.
The length of the member is 17.8 feet. The total maximum stress
is-241,900 pounds. The ai.lovmble stress P is
16,000 - 70 ^'^^^g^^ - 12,800 pounds per square inch.
x'he area required will be
244 .900 = 18.9 square inches
12 ,800
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Since the section has slightly larger area of 19.7 square inches,
the design is satisfactory.
This section vdll probably be used for the end post as
the maximum stress in it is considerably under that existing in
chord member U3 U4. Wind stresses in chord and post members were
neglected as in no case did they exceed ten per cent of maximum
stress in these members,
(d) Design of Intermediate j."osts.
Posts taking compression will be composed of four angles
placed as shown in Fig. 19. Since the radius of gyration about
axis b - d is fixed by conditions of design
and is found to be ample, it is only nec-
essary then to fix the radius of gyration
about axis (a - a) such that the ratio ^
Fi<5.|9 SECTioNOF may not exceed 1£0.
INTEEMEPIATE PosT-s Design of Post Ug Lg. The max-
imum stress is - 44,600 pounds. Its length is £1.5 feet. The least
allov/able radius of gyration is. therefore 1 x 21.5 x 1£ = £1.5.
1£0
If 4 angles 5"xS"x5/l6" with short legs back to back and 2/8 of an
inch apart be tried, the total area is 9.64 square inches and the
least radius of gyration is 2.4E. The allowable stress is
16,000 - 70 ^^^^ - 8,550 pounds per square inch.
* £ • 4£
The required area will then be
44 ,60 - 5.££ square inches.
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Although these angles are very ample in area, they must be used be-
cause of the required radius of gj^ration about axis a - a.
In a similar v/ay posts U3 Lg and U4 L4 were designed,
it being found that the same angles could be used with a half inch

stay plate instead three-eights,
(e) Design of Tension Members.
The allovvahle tensile stress used in design is 16000
pounds per square inoh. Deductions were made for rivet holes as
follows :
-
For single gauge angles with
one leg riveted 1 hole
both legs riveted 2 holes
For double gauge angles vdth
one leg riveted 2 holes
both legs riveted 3 holes
These deductions are in most cases excessive, but by reason of poor
detailing, failures have repeatedly shown the necessity of taking
the above precautions. The deductions for a 7/8 inch diameter rivet
hole is, according to specifications, 1/8 inch greater than the dia-
meter of rivet.
The tension members in general were designed as follov/s:
Member Lq Li. Maximiim stress in member is 4- 134,500
pounds. The allowable stress is 16,000 pounds per square inch. The
net area required is 8.42 square inches. Two angles 6x3 1/4x3/4
were tried. The gross area of section is 13.12 square inches from
which six rivet holes were deducted. The net area is
15.12 - 4.6o - 8.62 square inches.
This section is only slightly larger than is required and will be
ased.
In a similar manner the other tension members were de-
signed care being taken that sufficient area was deducted for rivet
holes
.
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(f) Design of Lateral Systems.
Although it is not essential that stiff lateral "bracing
be used with a concrete floor, it was nevertheless deemed test, sindfe
the trusses are of a riveted design, that the laterals "be composed
of angles. Two diagona]s to each panel are provided for, the section
"being designed for tension only. This is only a slight error on
the safe side as each will take some compression thereby making the
structure more rigid. The design of laterals is shovm in tabular
:orm.
REFEREISGE
1st panel
2nd "
Srd
4th "
Center"
Stress
Lbs.
iREA REG' I)
Sq. In,
Top Laterals
11 ,700
7 ,800
3,900
0.75
0.49
0,25
0.00
SEGTIOJS USEH
1 L 3"x2 l/2"x5/l6"
Do.
Do.
Do.
1st panel
2nd "
Srd "
4 th
Center"
Bottom Laterals
31,600 1.97
22 ,800 1 . 49
16,900 1.05
10,400 0.55
4.200 0.27
IZ. 5"x2"x2/8"
4 x5"x3/8"
2 1/2x2 1/2x5/16'
2x2 1/2x5/16"
Do
.
ITote . Only that leg which is riveted can be considered to carry
stress. To avoid the use of clip angles, the laterals were design-
ed sufficiently large to carry the stresses by the larger leg.
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(g) Design of Portals.
The wind load on the upper chords was taken as 75 pounds
T''- foot of chord as r^r<^v^d.r'^ ":" 'r\ the specifications.
/35 A Ei^3zx5x^ -^3700 9.45
a4
/S'-O"
FiG.ZO Portal.
ANC> 5WAV BRACirM<^
The overturning force
was found to be 15,200 pounds
and the direct force applied at
B, Fig. £0, is 9,450 pounds.
The type of portal is
shown in the accompanying fig-
ure and v/as chosen for its
great rigidity. The upper and
lov/er flanges are considered
to take all of the moment and
the webs, to take all of the
shear. The stresses produced
are also shovai ixi. i:'i^^.20.
The v/ebs carry a very small stress, but the minimum sized
angle must be used, namely a 3"x2 l/2"x5/16" L.
The flanges are supported at three points between a and h,
but in the plane of the portal it is supported only at the ends.
The length of portal flanges was considered to be 15 1/2 feet. The
least radius of gyration about the axis ".ill be
1 X 16.5 X 12 = 1.65
120
The least radius of gyration about the other axis is found accord-
ingly to be 0.42. Two angles 5 l/2"x3x5/l6" were tried. The area
i2 2.08 square inches, and has a least radiut- of 1.66 when the short
legs are placed back to back and 2/8 inches apart. The allowable
unit stress is
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16,000 - 70 12x16 .
5
= 9.040 pounds per square inch.
1.66
The required area using this allow ahle unit stress is 2.52 square
inches. These angles were necessary. The radius of gyration about
the other axis is 0.90 which is more than sufficient.
As the lower flange angles of the portals and sway braces
are kept in the saine horizontal plane, the depths of sway braces v/ill
vary, being considerably deeper than the portal. But -the stresses
are low and the same sections used in the portals v;ere considered to
be satisfactory throughout.
Art . 10 . Design of Substructure
.
A plain concrete abutment has been selected for ttiis bridge
The general data affecting its design is as follows:-
Elevation of top of parapet wall 100.00 feet
lilevation of bridge seat -(assumed) 97.00 "
Elevation of general ground surface 85.00 "
Elevation of top of footing 76.00 "
Safe bearing power blue clay foundation 4 tons per sq.ft.
Slope of earth embankment - 1 1/2 to 1
Angle of wing wall - 45*^
j?rom test borings made at the site, blue clay was found at about el-
evation 75 - or 26 feet below the level of the present bridge floor
at the south end: This clay was of considerable depth, very compact
and dry. Its safe bearing power, it is believed is considerably
over 4 or 5 tons.
In designing the abutment, the flrdd pressure theory was
used. The horizontal pressure was considored as due to 20 pounds per
cubic foot liquid pressure.
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Gonorete was assumed to weigh 150 pounds per cubic foot.
The total v/eight supported hy each ahutment is as follov/s
Estimated v^eight of steel 143,000 pounds
Concrete floor ' 144,000 pounds
Earth Cushion 120.000 pounds
Total 415,000 pounds
The total weight supported by each abutment is one half of this or
207,500 pounds. V/hen a uniform live load covers the bridge there is
an additional, load of 1/2x160x85x16 - 108,800 pounds. The maximum
load which each abutment must sustain under this condition will be
207,500 4- 108,800 or 316,200 pounds. This is assumed to distribute
itself over a length of wall of 23 feet. The pressure distributed
over a section one foot thick due to the dead and live load weight
of the bridge is 316,300- f 23 or 13,750 pounds. This force acts
through the center of bearing as shown in Fig. 21 and is designated
as W-j .
The overturning force due to the earth pressure is equal tc
1/2 p h^
wher e
h is the height of abutment from base of footing to top of
parapet wail , and
p is the equivalent fluid pressure of 20 pounds. This
force is considered to act at a distance of 1/3 h above the base of
the footing. The force is called P. See Fig. 21.
The dead load v/eight of abutment is obtained by multiply-
ing the area of the section by 150, the assumed weight of concrete
per cubic foot. The force acts through the center of gravity of
section and is called See Fig. 21.

The resultant of the vertical
forces acts through a point 6.85 feet
from the heel of the ahutment. The force
P acts through a point 9 feet 8 inches
ahove the base of footing. The resultant
of the vertical and horizontal forces
pierce the "base at a distance 8 feet- 6
inches from the hack of the footing. Thes
forces, their points of application, and
Fiq.ZI. Section of Abutment -i-^ action lines are shown in Fig. £1.
The pressure on the soil are determined hy the formula
'^ 1'
in vvhich
W is total v/eight supported hy soil,
1 is length of footing,
d is the distance from the center that the resultant
of all forces pierces the hase. The plus and minus sign gives the
pressure at the toe and heel respectively.
The pressure diagrams for the hridge loaded and unloaded
also the masonry plans for the abutments, are shown in Plate VII.
The masonry plans provide for piles arranged as shown.
They will not be necessary if the soil proves to be as represented
by the test borings. The maximum pressure of 6710 pounds per square
foot occurs at the toe of the footing when the bridge is fully
loaded with a uniform live load of 85 pounds per square foot. The
safe bearing power of the blue clay found at the elevation of the
footing can probably be taken at 8000 pounds per square foot. How-
ever should the soil not indicate the bearing power assumed, piles
should be driven as provided for in plans and specifications.





Art . 15 . Hemoval of Old Span .
Before construction on the new tridge can \>e started, the
old span must first "be removed. An example of the actual cost to
remove a 100-foot, parabolic, how-string truss of tlie Ain^-i:'rees
"type, presented "by Messrs. Br esse and Brown, bridge contractors of
Mattoon, Illinois, is as follows:
6 bents of false worii consisting of
IE posts at 1.00 ^ 12.00
1,000 feet lumber B.il. at 33'^'0 M. 53.00
6 days labor at 20. uu 120 .00
Total iil65.00
This is exlusive of transportation, drayage and board bills. Six
laborers at :^2.50 and a foreman at ^,5.00 per da\ did the work in
six days.
This cost will reduce to an amount somewhat greater than
(,1,65 per foot of bridge for a river span. But as two of the three
spans of the i^idney bridge do not span the river, the cost of re-
moving them will be much less. Another item in this favor is that
the two small spans are only 30 feet long. As an average price,
fl-»50per foot of bridge was thought to be a proper estimate to tear
down the old structure complete. The total cost to remove the old
spans will be
160 feet at
.1^1.50 ;|240.00
Art. 14. Cost of Mew Superstructure
.
The cost of steel in place is a variable quantity and
little is imown concerning it. It is dependent on so many factors
which are variable in themselves. However an ajjproximate relation

does exist between the total cost and such items as: price of raw
material, freight haul, length of haul from the railroad station to
the site, the difficulties of erection, and shop cost. Some cost
data for through truss spans are given in Tahle V below.
TABLE V.
Values are in cents per pound.
Item Hange Av ST* ap^fi•L^T W
Metal 2.00 2.00
Erection 0.52 - 1.06 0.78
Shop 0.47 - 0.56 .52
Haul 0.04 - 0.14 0.09
i^reight 0.05 - 0.39 0.19
Incidental 0.14 - 0.31 0.20
Total S.4S - 4.18 5.78
J&^rom these values an actual estimate was made of the cos t
of steel per pound in place for the superstructure of the new bridge
Estimate of Cost of Steel in Place
cents per poundMetal 1.70
Erection 0.78
Shop
. 52
Haul 0.07
Freight 0.25
Incidentals 0. 20
Total 5.52 cents per pound.
The above values were arrived at as follows: Steel for
immediate shipment at Pittsburg is selling at 1.76 cents per pound
(May 1913) Erection costs will be about an average and is taken
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from Table V. Shop costs will probably run somewhat above the aver-
age since this is a riveted design. But as shop costs are quite
constant for through bridges of this length, the average was used
from Table V. Haul is estimated on the basis of 25 cents per ton
mile. The distance or length of haul is considered to be a mile
and a half, and figuring on 50 cents for the loading and unloadiog
of a ton of steel, the cost of haul per pound will amount to
—J—- X 75 = 0.0375 cents..20u0
or about 0.04 cents per pound of steel. i!'reight will cost approx-
imately 25 cents a hundred pounds or 0.25 cents a pound. Incident-
als were taken as an average as given in Table V.
The total weight of steel is approximately 143,000 pounds.
In addition to the cost of steel, the cost of the concrete
floor, earth cushion and grading must be figured as is stated in
the contract. Reinforced concrete floor would probably be figured
on the square foot basis of 16 to 20 cents. A mean of 18 cents will
be used. The area of concrete floor will be
162 X 17 = 2,754 square feet.
The earth cushion has an average depth of about 6 inches. The num-
ber of cubic yards will be about 1/2 of the floor area as given
above or approximately 50 cubic yards. This earth can probably be
furnished at about 50 cents a cubic yard. There will be required
about 250 to 500 cubic yards to raise the surface of the approach
to the level of the bridge.

Kstiniate of Cost of Superstructure.
Steel, 143,000 pounds at 3.52 i 5,033.60
concrete floor, E,754 square feet at 0.18 495.72
^artli Cushion, 50 cubic yards at 0.50 25.00
Grading- approaches, 250 cuhic yards at 0.35 87 . 50
5 ,641.32
Engineering Profit, and Contingencies, 20/o 1 ,123.56
Total Cost of ^Superstructure . 6,770.18
Art . 15 . Cost of I^ew Substructure .
The total cost of the substructure will consist chiefly
of two items, cost of excavation aad cost of concrete. Both items
ore more or less variable for any particular piece of v/or^, and
only rough assumptions can be made in order to obtain the total
oost
.
The excavation will probably consist of sandy loam and
clay. But the cost of excavation is greater affected by wet or
Iry conditions. Both wet and dry excavation vdll be encountered,
consequently a unit price for each will be estimated.
Dry excavation usually costs 35 - 50 cents a cubic yard.
The cheaper price usually prevails when slip scrapers are used.
As most of the material at the bridge site is soft sandy loajn, ex-
cavation will be easy, but as considerable depth is required,
sheathing or bracing will be necessary. Therefore 50 cents a
cubic yard for dry excavation was considered a fair price.
V/et excavation will cost considerably more because of
the fact that heavy sheathing and piunping will be necessary.
5'urthermore the soil below the gi'ound water line becomes clayey,

reaching a stiff blue clay at about the elevation of the river hed.
Figuring ahout irl.^J to ^1.25 for sheathing, 5o to 75 cents for ex-
cavation, and 10 to 35 cents for pumping, the unit price for wet
excavation will amount to .p. 60 to ...S.^^ a cuhic yard. Since the
cost of wet excavation is very uncertain, depending entirely on ex-
isting conditions, it is only reasonable that a fair average of
i|).2.Q0 per cubic yard be used.
In determining the cost of concrete it was considered
that materials would sell at substantially the same price at the
freight yards in Sidney as they do here. An estimate based on an
equal distance av/ay will thereby be close enough. It is intended
that a 1-5-6 mixture be used for footing and a 1-2-4 mixture for
all neat work.
Materials are telling at the freight yards of Hoyal A.
Stipes of Champaign, as follows:
Cement |:1.G0 per barrel
Crushed Stone -,1.65 per cubic yard.
Sand ^;1.35 per cubic yard.
The cost of a cubic yard of 1-3-6 concrete based on these prices
is as follows:
1.11 bbl. Cement at .j^l.eo = 1.78
C.4 7 cu.yd. sand at l.o5 = .64
u.U'i cu.yd. stone at 1.65 - 1 . 55
Total cost of iiaterials 5.97
Cost of Haulage 1 l/£ miles .75
Labor .Mixing ,Placing , etc . 25>j cost of
material Q . 99
Total 5.71

Co
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The unit price of footing concrete v.as taken at v6.00 a cubic yard.
For a 1-2-4 concrete the cost of a cubic yard is estimated
as follows:-
1.57 hbl. cement at 1.60 - Ci2.51
0.44 cu.yd. sand at 1.35 = .60
0.08 cu.yd. stone at 1.65 = 1.45
Total cost of materials 1 4.56
Cost of haulage
.75
Cost of forms 1.00
Labor, Mixing and Placing
25'/j of cost of materials 1.14
Total
^. 7.45
The imit price for neat work was taken as 50 a cubic yard.
Estimate of Cost of iJew Superstructure.
Excavation
Dry, 510 cubic yards at 0.50 ^ £55
.
00
V/et, 570 cubic yards at 2.00 740-. 00
Concrete
footings, 204 cubic yards at 6.00 1,224. 00
Keat v7ork, 501 cubic yards at 7.50 S ,757. 50
^5, 975. 50
Engineering Profit and Contingencies, ZO'ji) 1 ,195.50
Total estimated cost of substructure $ 7,171.80
Art. IG. Total Cost.
The total cost of the bridge ready for traffic is the
bi-im of the cost to remove the old bridge and the cost of new super-
and sub-structures
. Summarizing:
-
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Cost to remove old spans
Cost of new Superstructure
Cost of new Substructure
Total Cost of Hew Bridge
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V. LETTIUG 0¥ BRIDGE.
Art. 17. Advertising and Township Notices.
In order to get reasonable tids on the work, advertising
notices should te placed in several of the leading engineering mag-
azines, as well as in the local newspapers throughout the township.
This is required by law - which provides that such advertising shall
be inserted at least three times an.l be done lu days in advance.
The law furthermore requires that five notices in the form of post-
ers be placed in conspicuous places about the township. The form
of advertisement is presented in ilrt. 6, page . The form of post-
er notices is as follows:
NOTICE.
BRIDGE LETTIIJG
There will be a bridge letting in the office of the County
Clerk, Urbana, Illinois, on iilay 19, 1913, at 5:00 p.m. for the re-
moving of old structure complete and fiirnishing all material and
building complete and ready for use a bridge across the Salt Fork
Branch of the Vermilion River in Section 10 in Sidney To^raship.
Town Clerk.
ilrt. 18. The Letting.
Bids which are properly addressed and sealed will not be
opened until the time specified. An arbitrary time has been chosen
on May 19, 1913, at 3 p.m., v/hen all bids entered up to this time
and date which conform to the instruction given, will be opened at
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the County Court House in Urbana, Illinois. This vdll he a public
hearing and the successful bidder with the amount of his bid vdll be
made public as soon thereafter as possible, if not immediately.
Art. 19. The Bids.
This article was primarily intended to compare the bids
submitted with the Engineer's estimate of cost of construction. It
was the intention that this design, if approved by the County En-
gineer, be bid on whereby such comparison could then be made, but
the agitation for the immediate replacement of the old bridge in
Sidney has for some reason subsided, and a call for bids v/as not
made.
In order that some idea might be obtained as to the rel-
ative difference which might exist betv/een the actual cost of con-
struction and the contract prices submitted, as v/ell as between the
contract prices themselves, a few items are cited below on the con-
struction of a similar bridge near Fisher, Illinois. The span is
160 feet long with a 16 foot roadway and concrete floor.
Total Cost of Construction (Extras included) {p6,963.64
Bids submitted by:-
Decatur Bridge CO. 7,650.00
Burhnam and Ives 6,960.00
Illinois Bridge & Iron Co. . 7,366.00
Continental Bridge Go. 6,945.00
Paris Bridge Co. 6,996.00
D. Ball u; Son of Bement, Illinois. 7,589.00
Vincennes Bridge CO. 6,665.00
Pan imerican Bridge Co. 5,995.00
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Estimated Cost (by F. 0. Dufour) ^.6.980.00
The contract was awarded to the Pan American Bridge Com-
pany of Hew Caetle, Indiana, hut extras for masonry and grading
brought the price up to '!'„:6 ,Z>15 .64: , the amount due them.
The bids range from ii^;5,995.00 to ^7,650.00, a difference
of 41,656.00 or about 25fo of the actual cost of construction. The
new Sidney Bridge will cost considerably more, owing to the nature
of its foundations and type of span. Reasoning that the bids v/ill
range about the same as above shown, the prices for construction
complete ought to be from ^12,500.00 to ^15,000.00. This is based
on the Engineer's estimate as being the actual cost of construction.
Any bids which are submitted for a price much below
tl3 ,000.00 should be carefully considered as it seems plausible
that in order to make a fair profit , the contractor has either made
a mistake, or intends to use inferior material or do inferior work.
The other extreme seems to be too high, and should all the bids
be submitted with a price of yl^.^^^^.OO or more they should be re-
jected at once.

VI. DISGUSSIOiJ AMD COIJGLUSIOK.
In conclusion a word regarding' the cost of the new iDridge
..oiild be in place. The cost of construction complete, ready for
traffic, is estimated to he approximately ^13,000.Lw. This seems to
he a considerable sum to be spent for a country highway bridge. This
probably is true, but the natiire of the Vvm-'k, the size of span, and
advantage of this particular structure must be considered.
i'irst, the nature of work due to the existing conditions
is such that the amount of materials and labor is no small item.
The abutments are practically 30 feet high. The foundations must
necessarily be carried to level of the river bed when a substantial
layer of stiff, blue clay is reached. This involves considerable
excavation and concrete in order to construct a strong- and durable
substructure
.
Second , the layout of land is such that a shorter span
could not be used without materially cutting do'^vn the watervi^ay. This
is very important in time of flood season. To the south lies an
extensive flood plain viiiich at the time of high water is covered to
a depth of 5 to 15 feet. beveral shorter spans with piers would re-
C[uire a longer bridge in order to retain the same amount of waterway
but economy of material and labor required in their construction
would be decreased rather than increased.
Third, the advantage of this type of span consists chiefly
of its greater rigidity, economy, and beauty. Riveted trusses are
much superior to pin-connected trusses in that they are more rigid.
It is considered good practice by the State Highway Commission of
Illinois to make a span of this length riveted. They have construct
ed several such spans to replace the old pin connected-type. The
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riveted Taridge is more economical than other types iDecause allow-
ance for impact need not he considered, especially when comhlned
with a concrete floor. This has repeatedly been proven by exper-
iment. The concrete floor though it has a slightly greater first
cost, does away vd th the continuous maintenance charges and other
undesirable features of a plank floor. The beauty of the structure
lies in the arrangement of the upper chord. The unsightly effect
of parallel chords are avoided, and in general, the massive struc-
ture will appear as a monument among the trees and high embankments
which is quite appropriate along side of the village cemetery.
It is believed by the writer that s-ach other types of
bridge such as concrete girder bridges or arches have the decided
disadvantage of cutting down the waterway; and in most cases they
are considerably more exx^^ensive to construct. It is therefore
concluded that this type of bridge whose design has been submitted
is much superior to all others.



